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SNOW QUEST 
This quarter, fun and faithfulness go hand in hand for students as they study God’s 
Word in a snowy, wintery wonderland. From snow angels to messenger angels, from 

snowmen to wise men, and from cold igloos to warm 
stables, students will make connections between the 
Christmas story and their own story. Across snowy 
mountains, sandy plains, and stormy seas, students 
will follow the faith journeys of Abraham, Elisha, Jonah, 
and Noah. Faith will fly like snowballs as students hear 
the stories of Moses, Paul, Barnabas, Enoch, and Jesus 
Himself—all showing us how to be good like God.

BASIC TODDLER DÉCOR GUIDELINES
Use the following ideas and the provided theme art  as starting points for creative 
inspiration and general guides for decorating. Visit Pinterest and other websites 
for additional décor ideas. Visit the “Word Aflame Toddler Curriculum Teachers” 
Facebook group, as well as the Facebook groups for the other children’s levels to see 
other interpretations of the décor. 

• Keep the décor toddler-friendly. If you do not want it touched—and possibly 
destroyed—then laminate it or do not use it. 

• Avoid using sharp objects (e.g., pins, tacks, staples) or anything small that 
could be harmful in tiny hands and mouths. 

• Mount things at eye level. Toddlers do not like looking up all the time, so let 
them experience the decorations, as well as the MW posters (trp) and Bible art 
pictures (trp), on their level.

Basic Snowy Décor
A wintery snow scene requires snowflakes—lots and lots of snowflakes. This quarter, 
make it snow inside your classroom by purchasing precut snowflakes, copying 
and cutting out the snowflakes provided in the décor , or by folding and cutting 
paper to make homemade snowflakes like you did as a child. Hang them at varying 
distances from the ceiling. Be sure to hang some quite low in certain areas of the 
room to let students experience snow “falling” from the ceiling just out of their reach. 

Whimsical Winter Option: Get creative and create snowflakes in every color. Young 
children appreciate variety and whimsy more than reality. Hang actual children’s 
mittens and hats from the ceiling. String colorful winter scarves across the ceiling.

Personalization Opportunity: Cut out the faces of students, teachers, and family 
members. Mount them on some of the snowflakes. 

Attach the fun door poster (trp) and invite students into the Snow Quest.

Print each Bible art picture  via 
the digital-resource link in the TRP 
packet. Save the nicer enamel prints 
for the lesson and review. Mount the 
printed versions (whether on paper 
or cardstock) to the wall each week 
as they are used.

CLASSROOM DÉCOR

Explaining Our Acronyms and Symbols
 (trp) =  Teacher’s Resource Packet
  =  Digital resource using 

download code on TRP 
instruction sheet

 (ap) = Activity Paper 
 MW = Memory Work
 HC = Home Connection
  =  higher-thinking directives
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Wall 1: Teaching Time
This wall includes: 

• a writing board, 
• Letters of the Day poster (trp),
• Colors of the Day poster (trp),

• attendance charts (ap) ,
• memory charts (ap) . 

Remember to keep all important items at eye level with students. Anything higher 
than the writing board should simply be for show, not for interaction or teaching. 
Keep this wall the least “decorated,” so students can focus on you and your visuals 
without being distracted during Bible story time.

Wall 2: Tall Triangle Mountains
Cover the wall in light-blue paper or a snowy backdrop scene. Create various-sized, 
triangle-shaped mountains from light- and dark-brown butcher paper. Overlap them 
to create the illusion of depth. Use cotton batting to create snow-capped mountains 
and clouds. For the sun, cut a circle from yellow butcher paper. 

Whimsical Winter Option: Create the mountains from various colors of butcher 
paper. Add silly animal skiers from the classroom décor .

Personalization Opportunity: Place skiers from the classroom décor  on the 
mountains and draw swerving ski lines behind them. Cut out faces of students, 
teachers, and family members to put on the skiers. 

Wall 3: Frozen Oval Pond
Cover the wall in light-blue paper or a snowy backdrop scene. From white butcher 
paper, cut out an oval-shaped ice-skating pond and mount it in the middle of the 
wall. On either side of the pond, add simple pine trees made from assembling brown 
rectangles and three green triangles (each cut slightly smaller than the other). 

Whimsical Winter Option: Create the tree triangles from various colors of butcher 
paper. Add silly animal ice skaters from the classroom décor .

Personalization Opportunity: Place ice skaters from the classroom décor  on the 
pond and draw skate lines behind them. Draw a figure eight behind one of them. 
Cut out faces of students, teachers, and family members to put on the skaters. 

Wall 4: Big Round Igloo/Stable
Cover the wall in light-blue paper or a snowy backdrop scene. Use classroom décor 

 to create an igloo, penguins, and polar bears.

TEACHER TIP
Laminate the Letters of the Day 
poster (trp) and the Colors of the 
Day poster (trp) prior to mounting 
them to the wall. Purchase a pack 
of poster letters (available at most 
dollar stores) or make letters from 
cardstock; attach an adhesive Velcro 
dot to the back of each letter. Attach 
two matching Velcro dots in the 
center of the Letters poster for easy 
swapping of letters each class period. 
For the Colors poster, consider taping 
a tuft of tissue paper of each color 
being learned to the middle of the 
poster for a colorful 3-D effect. With 
the poster being laminated, the tape 
will pull off easily.

     Looking Ahead
Check all your lesson title pages (like page 9) now to see what supplies need to be gathered. Designate 
what activities require multiple copies, cutouts, or unusual supplies. Recruit teenagers or seniors to help 
with drawing, copying, or cutting.

• Always create a sample of every craft activity.

• Always practice object lessons well before class to make sure your methods provide the desired result.

Use the Digital Resources
If you occasionally loan out your teacher’s manual or accidentally leave it at church, do not panic. Before 
the quarter begins, follow the process at the bottom of page 2 to download a digital version of the manual 
and lessons.
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Whimsical Winter Option: Create the igloo from colorful squares of construction 
paper, give the polar bears colorful scarves around their necks, and give the 
penguins colorful hats.

3-D Variation: If room size permits, create a full-size igloo from plastic milk jugs. 
For tutorials, search online for “how to build an igloo from milk jugs.” This igloo is 
a great place for students to role-play, have story time, and work on construction 
projects. It would also make a great stable for the Nativity scene. 

BULLETIN BOARD IDEAS
If you cannot decorate entire walls, each of these wall ideas can be reproduced on a 
small scale to fit a bulletin board.

There’s SNOW Class Like Our Class
Make round cutouts of your students’ faces and add them to snowmen cutouts. 
Or take a group photo, cut it out, and put it in a giant snow globe. 

Consider placing this bulletin board outside the classroom. Parents will enjoy 
seeing their children’s faces. 

OFFERING
This quarter, students will bury their offering in the snow. To create a big pile of 
snow, turn a large plastic container (one with a lid) upside down and cut a hole in 
the bottom. Hot-glue cotton batting over the container. Consider also hot-gluing 
miniature trees and animals into the snow. Let students turn in their offering as they 
arrive so they do not play with it, swallow it, or lose it.

Allergy Alert
Hopefully you are using the Child Information Form , asking all parents or 
guardians to fill one out before they leave a child in your care. Be especially 
aware of any food allergies. This quarter calls for many different types of snacks, 
so be prepared to provide alternatives for those students who may have allergies 
to any of them.

TEACHER TIP
For their safety, students need to 
be easily visible to the teacher at all 
times, so take this into consideration 
when building the igloo or any other 
structure within the classroom.

     What Is in the TRP Digital Downloads?
In addition to visuals and helps for each lesson, the TRP has a “General Item” folder that contains the 
following:

• Attendance Chart
• Bible Art (Line Art and Color) 
• Child Information Form
• Classroom Décor
• Digital Postcards
• Home Connection Calendars

• Home Connection Devotionals
• Memory Chart
• Spiritual IEP
• Teacher Training Article: “ADHD”
• Unit Memory Work Handouts

Lessons 4, 7, and 8 also have sound effects available that will assist you in the lesson. To download your 
digital resources, look for the code on the back of the TRP cover sheet.
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Teacher’s Manual
This curriculum is Bible-based and written on a developmentally appropriate level 
for students ranging from two to three years of age. All activities and questions 
are written with the five areas of child development in mind: physical, social, 
emotional, cognitive, and spiritual. Each lesson presents a variety of interactions 
and experiences, or opportunities, from which you can choose to create a teaching 
strategy based on the ages and stages of your students. Opportunities for higher-
thinking directives or discussion are designated with a  symbol. 

Look for the following opportunities within each lesson:

Curiosity Opportunities: Young children are curious about their world. We have 
the privilege of not only stimulating their curiosity about the world around them, 
but also about their God who made the world.

Sensory Opportunities: Even in church settings, toddlers learn through all their 
senses. Bible stories and lessons come alive through sensations of touch, sound, 
smell, taste, and sight. 

Literacy Opportunities: Story time is a foundational area of learning. Fostering a 
love for picture books now will only help foster a love for the Good Book later. 

Music Opportunities: Music is a necessary part of an enjoyable classroom 
experience and emerging worship experience. Use music to accomplish specific 
tasks, such as identifying transitions, working out the wiggles, and changing the 
atmosphere.

Pretend Opportunities: Toddlers love to play with dolls, stuffed animals, 
oversized clothing, real-life cookware, and anything else associated with “big 
people.” Role-play is a great tool for assessing students’ interpretation of the 
lesson and growing student interactions.

Construction Opportunities: When toddlers build and tear down and then build 
again, they make connections that lead to an understanding of how parts fit 
together to form a whole. These discoveries facilitate future perceptions of 
themselves as part of a whole, including their part in the body of Christ.

Art Opportunities: For toddlers, art is more about experience than end product. 
Allow students to enjoy moments of artistic expression as they learn about God, 
His story, and His creations through creations of their own.

Movement Opportunities: When it comes to gross- and fine-motor skills, young 
children are constantly learning, growing, and re-mastering. This upward spiral of 
development pertains to both their physical and spiritual development. 

Family Participation Opportunities: Each lesson ends with a few suggested 
methods to connect the lesson to the home. The Home Connection HC take-home 
piece (trp)  provides a unit overview, laying out each lesson’s biblical text, 
Bible point, and life application, as well as suggesting a fun family activity to 
further stimulate discussion. Please note that all children’s levels are included 
on one sheet, making it easy for parents of children across multiple age or grade 
levels to discuss the day’s lesson. In addition, we have provided a great weekly 
devotional  to give to parents, or they can download it by going to the URL 
address at the bottom of each activity paper http://pentecostalpublishing.com/
homeconnection.

In the lessons, look for bold type to show words, dialogue, and questions you may want 
to use. Please let us know how the updated lesson format and the developmentally 
enhanced activities work for you. Our goal is to help you help your students.

Note that children cannot filter 
out background noise as easily 
as adults, so avoid constant 
background music.

Maintain a prop box with a variety 
of dolls, stuffed animals, dress-up 
clothes, real-life cookware and table 
settings, and so on. Rotate items 
periodically to keep them fresh and 
exciting. Remember to clean them 
regularly to maintain a healthy 
environment.
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Digital Curriculum: See page 2 for instructions on how to digitally download the 
teacher’s manual as PDF and Word documents. Study each lesson on the go using 
your favorite handheld device (like an iPad) by opening the PDF using a reader like 
Adobe Acrobat. Personally craft the material to suit your particular interests and 
needs by editing the DOC files using a word processor like Microsoft Word. 

Activity Paper
Order one activity paper per student with a few extras for growth and potential 
guests. At the beginning of the quarter, recruit helpers to separate pages and then 
gather by lesson, placing them in thirteen lesson folders for easier distribution each 
week. The activity paper offers two activities to be used as an integral part of each 
week’s lesson.

Memory Work Feature: The unit memory posters are printed on the back of the 
activity paper cover. Send this cover page home with parents the first week, so 
families can study the unit memory posters throughout the quarter.

Memory Charts: If you choose to incorporate the memory work from the EXPANDED 
section, find a memory chart for each student near the back of the activity paper. A 
digital version  is also available for printing extra copies as needed. Each week 
after memory work, whether you teach the Bible verse or Bible words, students add 
a colorful, circle-shaped sticker (trp) to their memory charts to create colorful polka-
dotted mittens.

Attendance Charts: Near the back of the activity paper, find an attendance chart 
for each student. A digital version  is also available for printing extra copies as 
needed. For each class students attend, they add a white, circle-shaped sticker (trp) 
to their attendance sheets to grow their piles of snowballs.

Home Connection: If you do not have time or resources to print copies of the Home 
Connection HC calendar (trp)  and devotional  to send home with students, direct 
parents to the URL address on each activity paper (http://pentecostalpublishing.
com/homeconnection).

Did You Know? 
After accounting for all maintenance and supply expenses, it costs a church more 
to make boring gray-scale copies of the activity paper than it does to buy a full-color 
activity paper for each student? Churches may think they are saving money by buying 
one activity paper and making copies, but in reality, it is costing them more.

Not to mention that copying the activity paper violates copyright laws. Permission 
is only granted to make copies for visitors. Avoid the need to copy. Order extras to 
allow for class growth and a few visitors.
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THE BETTER PLAN
An Angel Visits Mary December 1

2019

CORE SUPPLIES
Excite and Engage

Welcome: Cut 5 balloon shapes from various colors of construction paper. Write letters J-E-S-U-S on the 
balloons. Attach them to the wall at children’s eye level. Provide cutouts of extra J-E-S-U-S letters 
so students can add them to the balloons with double-sided tape. 
As students arrive, play the song “Happy Birthday, Jesus” on repeat.
Attendance charts (ap) , attendance snowball stickers (trp)

Activity Paper: Mount the Letters of the Day poster (trp) and Colors of the Day poster (trp). (For 
preserving the posters, read the tip on page 5 under “Wall 1: Teaching Time.”) Add A and B to the 
letter poster and white and blue to the color poster. 
Activity papers (page 1), crayons, bottles of glue, white feathers (enough for students to cover the 
letter A on their activity papers)

Opening Activity: Stuffed animals, manger or child’s play crib with baby doll, “Oh, What a Special 
Night” lyric video by Animated Praise

Relate and Receive
Access Prior Experience: Baby dolls, blankets, pacifiers, bottles, rattles, diapers, shallow tub of water, 

towels, baby powder, baby lotion
Bible Lesson: Mary and Angel stand-up figures (trp) , Jesus balloons from Welcome, Bible art: 

Gabriel Visits Mary (trp) 

Apply and Act
Life Application: Cut small oval shapes from light blue construction paper (enough for students to cover 

the letter B on their activity papers).
Activity papers (page 2), letter and color posters (trp), crayons, bottles of glue

Prayer: No supplies needed
Snack Break: Apple slices, plates, napkins, cups, apple juice, damp cleaning cloths
Home Connection: For each student, copy the unit 1 HC calendar (trp)  and the lesson 1 HC 

devotion . Separate the activity paper covers (ap) to send home. Prepare child information 
forms  for parents to fill out as they drop off or pick up their children.

EXPANDED SUPPLIES
Worship and the Word

Worship: Provide various children’s instruments.
Suggested songs: “Angels Watching over Me” children’s song, “Mary Had a Baby Boy” 
 (words on page 13)

Memory Work: Cardboard tubes of various lengths (1 per student), Bible, unit 1 MW poster (trp), 
memory charts (ap) , memory color stickers (trp)

Reinforce and Review
Option 1: Toy broom, child-sized biblical robes, angel capes and wings, tinsel for halos, optional: camera
Option 2: Stuffed animals from Opening Activity; suggested books on page 14
Option 3: Blocks, stand-up figures (trp)  from Bible Lesson
Option 4: Cut 2-inch circles from construction paper (1 per student).

Per student: Thin paper plate, crayons, sheet of construction paper 
Pencil, scissors, stapler, glue, pipe cleaner

Option 5: Various colors of pom-poms (including white and blue)

Unit 1
Better Things

Unit Bible Verse
“I will bless thee” (Hebrews 6:14).

Unit Bible Words
God gives me good things.

Scripture Text
Luke 1:26–38
Hebrews 1

Bible Point
God came as baby Jesus to save us.

Life Application
I am glad Jesus was born.

1

Looking Ahead
During next week’s Access Prior 
Experience, students will receive a 
“phone call.” On your cell phone, 
record your pastor delivering a short 
message to your students, preferably 
introducing himself/herself and telling 
students he/she loves them, God 
loves them, God wants to talk to them, 
and they can always talk to God. 
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 CORE (designed for a teaching period around 45 minutes)

EXCITE AND ENGAGE
Welcome: Balloons for Baby Jesus

As students arrive, collect the offering and let students add a snowball sticker (trp) 
to their attendance charts (ap) . Invite students into the newly decorated room and 
point out the décor changes. What do you like best?

Direct students to the J-E-S-U-S balloons and ask them to identify the colors and the 
letters. The letters spell God’s name: Jesus. Allow students to spell the name Jesus 
by taping extra letters to the matching balloons. Then teach a personalized version 
of the Bible Point with motions, repeating until students are comfortable with it.

God came (hands up) as baby Jesus (cradle arms) to save me. (hands over chest)

Activity Paper: Letters and Colors of the Day
Sing the alphabet song with students. Give high fives and verbal praise for a good 
job of singing. Then introduce the letters of the day followed by the colors of the 
day. Identify those colors in students’ clothing and in items around the room. 

Distribute activity papers. On the front page, show the first 
letter of the day: A. The letter A is for angel, apple, and 
animals. Have students point to the pictures and say the 
words. All three of those are in our lesson today. Can you 
show me three fingers? 

Assist students in using glue to “write” the letter A inside the 
letter on their papers. Then help students cover their letters 
in white feathers. Say the words together as students color 
the pictures. Set papers aside to dry. 

     Teacher Devotional
Read Hebrews 1. Prayerfully consider what this passage says:

About God
As the creator of the universe, the almighty God could have been exempt from facing the pain and 
suffering that life can bring. Even so, He chose to manifest in the flesh and then subjected Himself to 
the human experience. His love and desire for our salvation was His motivation.

To You as a Teacher
We should approach each day with a thankful spirit, knowing that the God of all creation came to save 
each of us individually. Our actions and words should reflect a constant rejoicing in this knowledge. Daily 
displays of thanksgiving are in order toward the King of kings.

To Your Students
Incarnation is a big word, certainly too big for toddlers. However, passages like I Timothy 3:16 help 
keep it simple, so simple even a toddler can understand. “God became human to save us.” What is the 
mystery? The Incarnation does not have to be mysterious. It is exciting. God loves us and made a plan 
to be with us. Even the youngest child understands love and appreciates gifts. Help your students learn 
that God loves them, and Jesus is the best gift of all.

In addition to presenting biblical 
characters and connections to 
the Bible story, the activity paper 
presents something familiar to 
toddlers: letters and colors. Students 
are greeted right away with a song 
they have heard before and will likely 
be able to sing. Even if they are in a 
new environment, visiting students 
can quickly feel at ease. For students 
who attend each week, this repetitive 
activity creates a sense of security 
and stability that toddlers need.
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Opening Activity: Fun with Furry Friends
On the night baby Jesus was born, He was surrounded by animals. Say, “A is for 
animals.” The animals wanted to see baby Jesus. Show the stuffed animals. Will 
you help the animals get to baby Jesus? Give each student a stuffed animal. Lead 
students in a march around the room in a different fashion each time (e.g., galloping, 
crawling, hopping, and so on). 

End with all the animals and students gathered around the manger. Then instruct 
students to leave the animals around the manger while you play “Oh, What a Special 
Night.” Have students make animal sounds with the song.

  Call out the different animals as you say the Bible Point, and have students 
say it together each time. The donkey says, “God came as baby Jesus to save 
us.” The cow says, “God came as baby Jesus to save us.” The lamb says, 
“God came as baby Jesus to save us.” Continue until you have named all the 
animals present.

RELATE AND RECEIVE
Access Prior Experience: Babies

Show the baby dolls. Talk with students about babies: how sweet they are, how to 
prepare for them, and how to take care of them. Let students interact with the baby 
dolls (e.g., feed them, bathe them, change them, rock them, and so on). Stimulate 
discussion as students play. 

• What do babies feel like? Stroke a doll’s arm. Babies are soft. Stroke a student’s 
arm. You are soft too.

• What do babies sound like? Shake a rattle. Babies can be loud. Have students 
make crying sounds. You can be loud too.

• What do babies smell like? Show the diaper. Sometimes babies are stinky. 
Show the lotion. Sometimes babies smell good. Do you want to put on some 
baby lotion so you can smell good too?

Bible Lesson: An Angel Visits Mary
God became a baby and His name was Jesus. Baby Jesus was God. So what is God’s 
name? Point to the balloons and have students say, “Jesus.” 

Our story today has an angel in it. Say, “A is for angels.” The angel in our story was 
named Gabriel. God sent the angel Gabriel with an important message for a girl 
named Mary. Use the stand-up figures (ap)  as you read the story rhyme.

On the table, place the figure of Mary standing. 

Mary was busy doing her chores. 
She washed the dishes. She swept the floors.

Place the angel figure beside her. 

When poof! A visitor came. 
He surprised Mary and called her by name.
He did not knock. He did not call.
Poof! He just came, right through the wall.

Replace the standing Mary with the kneeling one. 

The figures will be used again in 
lesson 3.

The opening activity presents an 
opportunity for toddlers to interact 
with their environment and each 
other. It helps visiting students 
become more at ease with new 
surroundings and new friends. 
This activity keeps learning fun and 
exciting, just the way toddlers like it, 
and it prepares students for the Bible 
lesson and life application to come.
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Mary grabbed her heart. She fell on her knees.
She said, “Who are you? Tell me, please.”
The angel said, “Mary, do not fear.
You are special. To God, you are dear. 

He is going to bless you with a baby boy,
Who is going to bring everyone lots of joy.”
Mary said, “I do not understand.
I really do not know how I can.”

The angel said, “It is all in God’s plan.
Your baby is God’s gift to every man.
He is coming to save everyone.
Name Him Jesus. He is God’s Son.”

Repeat the story, asking student helpers to hold the figures each time. 

Choose a few simple questions from the suggestions in the margin to reinforce the 
Bible story in students’ minds. 

APPLY AND ACT
Life Application: I am glad Jesus was born.

Distribute activity papers. On the back page, show the second letter of the day: B. The 
letter B is for balloons, baby, and Bible. Have students point to the pictures and say 
the words. We had all three of those in our lesson today. Have students hold up three 
fingers and then one finger each as you say how each word was in the lesson. We 
have balloons on the wall. We read from the Bible. And we talked about baby Jesus. 

Assist students in using glue to “write” the letter B inside the letter on their papers. 
Then help students stick blue ovals to their letters. Say the words together as 
students color the pictures. Set papers aside to dry.

Prayer: Jesus Loves Me and I Love Jesus
Baby Jesus was born to save us. Are you happy Jesus was born? Show me what you 
do when you are happy. Have students jump, dance, twirl, clap, and then shout: “I 
am glad Jesus was born.” 

Let’s pray and tell Jesus that. Instruct students to bow their heads and fold their 
hands. Lead in prayer, having students repeat your words.

Jesus, I am happy (students repeat) You were born (students repeat). 
And I am happy (students repeat) You love me (students repeat). 
Please help me (students repeat) love You always (students repeat).
In Jesus’ name, (students repeat) amen (students repeat).

Snack Break: A Is for Apple
Remind students about the letter A and the pictures on their activity papers. What 
fruit starts with the letter A? Apple. Say, “A is for apple.” Distribute apple slices and 
pour juice. Talk about foods babies can and cannot eat, including crisp apples. Ask 
students what kinds of foods they think baby Jesus liked and did not like. Ask what 
foods they like and dislike.

• Who visited Mary with a message 
from God? An angel

• What did the angel tell Mary?  
She was going to have a baby.

• What did the angel tell Mary to 
name her baby? Jesus

• Did Jesus come to save us? Yes

• Was Jesus a gift from God? Yes

• Was Jesus God? Yes

• What is God’s name? Jesus

Toddlers enjoy helping. Snack time 
is a wonderful opportunity to assign 
each student a special task. Ask 
helpers to set out plates, napkins, 
and cups and to distribute snacks, if 
appropriate. When they finish eating, 
encourage students to help clean up, 
giving some damp cloths to wipe the 
tables and chairs.
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Home Connection
• For each student, send home a copy of the unit 1 HC calendar (trp)  and the 

lesson 1 HC devotion , or show parents the URL on the back of the activity 
paper so they can download it themselves.

• Send home the covers of the activity papers. Show parents that it contains the 
Bible MW posters for the entire quarter.

• Use the child information forms  to get contact information from parents. This 
will be used to establish a home connection throughout the quarter. 

• Encourage parents to ask their little ones about the angel Gabriel’s visit to Mary. 
If you use Option 4, encourage parents to keep the angel their child made on 
display during December as a reminder that Jesus is the reason for the season.

 EXPANDED (designed to supplement a teaching period over 45 minutes)

WORSHIP AND THE WORD
Worship

Distribute instruments and allow children to worship exuberantly to “Angels 
Watching over Me.” Play the short song two or three times. As you collect the 
instruments, tell each student: God has angels watching over (student’s name).

Sing “Mary Had a Baby Boy” to the tune of “Mary Had a Little Lamb.” Show students how 
to fold their arms as if holding and rocking a baby. Do the motions together as you sing. 

Mary had a baby boy, baby boy, baby boy;
Mary had a baby boy. She called His name Jesus.

Memory Work: Hebrews 6:14
Unit 1 Bible Verse: “I will bless thee” (Hebrews 6:14).

Show students the Bible Verse on the unit 1 MW poster (trp). Point at each word, 
including the reference, as you read it and have students repeat after you. Repeat 
until they can comfortably say it. Say, “B is for bless.” Show the letter B on your 
Bible. Say, “B is for Bible.” 

Distribute cardboard tubes. Show students how to echo the Bible Verse through their 
tubes. Then say the verse like different animals. How does a lion say Hebrews 6:14? 
(Growl the verse.) How does a mouse say Hebrews 6:14? (Squeak the verse.) How does 
a bird say Hebrews 6:14? (Sing the verse.) Continue in this fashion with other animals. 

God blessed us with baby Jesus. Say, “Jesus is a blessing.”

Unit 1 Bible Words: God gives me good things.
Show students the Bible Words on the unit 1 MW poster (trp). Point at each word as 
you read it and have students repeat after you. (Use the same teaching format as 
with the Bible Verse, but use the Bible Words.) God gave us Jesus, and He is very 
good. Say, “Jesus is good.”

At the completion of either method, 
allow participating students to place 
a memory color sticker (trp) on their 
memory charts (ap) . 

Retain the tubes for use through 
lesson 4. 
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REINFORCE AND REVIEW
Option 1: Mary and Her Angelic House Guest 

Let students choose whether they want to dress up as Mary or the angel. Help them 
reenact the Bible story. (Optional: Take pictures and email them to students’ parents.)

Option 2: B Is for Book 
Students select a stuffed animal and sit in a circle for story time. Show students the 
book(s) you will read about Jesus’ birth. Remind them of the letters of the day and 
point out key words in the book(s) that begin with those letters (e.g., angel, animals, 
baby, boy, born, birth, Bethlehem). 

Tell students to listen for God’s name, Jesus, and every time they hear it, they are to 
hug their animals and say, “I am glad Jesus was born.”

Suggested books: 
• The Very Special Baby: The Amazing Story of the Birth of Jesus by Harvest House 

Publishers

• A Night of Great Joy by Mary Engelbreit

• Baby Jesus Is Born by Gloria Truitt

Option 3: Building Mary’s House
Prompt students to use the blocks to construct Mary’s house, complete with 
furniture and whatever they can imagine would be inside. As students build, ask the 
questions in the margin of page 12 to reinforce the Bible story. 

  Using students’ newly constructed house as the backdrop, have students use 
the Mary and Angel stand-up figures (trp)  to retell the story. 

Option 4: Handy Angels
Give each student a paper plate and a circle cutout. Students color both sides of 
their plates and draw a face on their circle cutouts. Trace students’ hands onto 
construction paper and cut out the hands. 

To make an angel, imagine a triangle on the inside of the plate. Place a pipe cleaner 
onto the tip of the triangle and then fold the plate to form a cone with the pipe 
cleaner coming from the cone’s tip. Staple the pipe cleaner and flaps in place. Glue 
the angel face over the staple and glue the hand cutouts to the back of the plate to 
form angel wings. Shape the pipe cleaner into a halo. 

Angels worship Jesus. They bow down before Him. Have students show their angels 
bowing.

Option 5: The Colorful Sort
Place pom-poms in the middle of the table and have students sort them by color. 
Review the colors of the day and help students count how many pom-poms are white 
and how many are blue. Mix up the colors and have students repeat the activity, 
counting different colors each time.

  Ask students to imagine what colors Mary’s dress, Gabriel’s robe, and Jesus’ 
blanket might have been.

This section offers a collection of 
lesson-related activity options to 
drive home the Bible Point and Life 
Application. Select the ones that 
best fit with your group and setting.

Fo
ld

Fold
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